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FOREWORD 
One of my very worthy predecessors has indicated in his inimitable 
way the difficulties which face anyone honoured by (~lection to deliver 
a lecture which has been instituted to bear memory to a great pionem·. 
'l'here is to my mind always much difficulty in framing those lectures 
which are expected to do justice to a seat of office. The task is, 
however, immeasurably greater when a lecture is to serve as an 
offering in memory of a great man. The best I can do is to choose a 
subject close to my heart and I have selected one associated with 
the sea for I was first trained in a school of Marine Zoology at a 
Univel'sity in a great seaport~that of Liverpool in England, and 
since I was by nature fond of the sea, my investigations have prac-
tically always been associated with marine problems. Whether the 
work was what some would call of pure scientific value or not, it has 
almost always been intimately connected with fishermen and fishery 
problems. 
I make no apology, however, for selecting a subject associated with 
the sea and its products. The history of Hobart Town itself, its 
early pre-eminence in whaling and shipbuilding, is fortunately some-
what familial' to me. Is not this the obvious place for discoursing 
on sea products? But that is only to provide the background. The 
man whose memory we honour this evening was ,me of Tasmania'" 
pioneers in the fishery problems. For several years he was a 
member of the fishery boards. He was the author of a number of 
papers on fishes. Moreover, if it were Johnston's hobbies~geology, 
zoology, and botany--which claimed the attention of his brotlwy 
scientists, may I say that Biological Science to-day is bceoming in 
many fields a statistical science, as you will see tonight. R 
.Johnston's life work was that carried out as the pioneer Government 
Statistician for Tasmania, 
I render my homage gladly and humbly to his name. Australia has 
urgent need to-day of servants with such broad outlooks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I need not labour the point that Applied Science has changed the 
world completely in the last century. There are some who say for 
the worse. It is very difficult to see how that idea can be upheld 
if even a cursory observation of current economic problems is made. 
Any discoveries reducing the demands for labour in one field are, 
or should be, balanced by discoveries and inventions whieh have 
required more labour in other fields. The increased prod uction in 
wheat and other foodstuffs cannot honestly be claimed to have 
l'esulted in over-production whilst thousands remain underfed. Again, 
the discoveries of medical science have J'emoved altogether many 
horrors of life; and it would almost be ridiculous for n1'~ to try and 
tabulate the results of G.i.scoveries in, say, the field of electricity. 
Rather would I suggest that it is nmn's business organization that 
is at fault in these hours of trial, and especially his political systems. 
The wodd is almost controlled as if modern science had never existed, 
and by those who are still the products of an ancient educational 
system, ignorant of scientific method, although every day the effects 
of science lie plainly before our eyes. 
In no branch of modern life has seience played a more important 
part than i.n its relations with our food suppJies. It has enabled 
the farmer to ~~'I'OV'l :fHr m01'e than two ears of (:on1 where only one 
grew before and in addition has aided him in battling' with drought 
and erop diseases. We have discovered the mechanism of heredity 
and the laws to be observed in breeding' animals. W'e have learnt 
how to preserve our food, to convey it from one end of the earth to 
the other. We can make up the deficiencieS in the soil by chemical 
products, so that there is food enough for richer plant growth, and 
we are still seeking better and better means of eeonomically nourishing 
our live stoc1<:. The great science of Agriculture with its sister 
branche;; of knowledge is now represented in our universities and 
farm schools. 
There is one gT~Jat area of the earth's surfHce, however, where we 
reap without sowing, indeed in most places without knowing how 
best to reap, and whether we do it wisely or dangerously. That 
aI'ea is represented by the Sea. 
There was a time when man neither cultivated crops nor worried 
overmuch about the extent of his hunting. But long before history 
ieft us anything in the way of records, the culture of plants and the 
domestication of animals had been pTactised_ Before the dawn of 
morlern scienCe) man had obtained much knowledge along these paths. 
As eonceI'm: a similar investig:ation of the sea we are still only 
moving out of the primitive stages. VI e in Australia arc particularly 
backward and in many respects scarcely out of an unusually primitive 
hunting stage. 
It has been carelessly said that Australia has the greatest fishing 
coast in the wodd. In what way is thl;; true"? Taking the whole 
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of our coast intu consideration and estimating the area between it 
and the 200-fathom line, the result is 644,000 squal'e miles. Of this 
pl'obably 65 pel' cent. !ires nol'th of the latitude of Rockhampton, 
23~0 S. (in Queensland.) We are left with 1<15,385 sqm1l'e miles 
if we take the fishing area off the coasts of I'oJ,)'iV South Waies, Vic-
toria, Tasmania and South Australia. Now the trawling grounds 
alone of Europe are well Gvel' 680,000 square miles in area, that 
is to say, greate!' than our whole total, and these are all proved 
fishing areab. (The Mediterranean is completely left out in this 
caleu!ation. ) 
As l'egards Australian production we have been told (Reports of 
the Allstraliul1 Fisherit'f' Commission, HJ29) that the fishery of 
VieLol'ia i~ confined almost 801ely to the bay~ and inlets along the 
coast and that these art) now fbhed to capacity. Yet there is 
practically no deep water fIshery off the East Victorian coa:,t except 
vvhat is carried on by a few Sydney trawlers. The fishery of South 
Australia again is chic"fIy in the St. Vinr"ent's and Spencer's Gulfs 
aml is equally the result of small scale fisiliul!:. The Groat Bight 
remains more or less a 'f/WI'C ineogn'i!:urn. The Tasmanian fisheties 
are rnainly those of the ;:;outh~east, extcnJin[{ fl'oro Recherche Bay 
to Sch,outen Island, based on Hobart, and tile other regions S11Ch as 
the west and nCl.'th-east are said to "be hindered by bad "\;veathel' or 
lack of transport facilities. That (~xcclLeEltl~r situD:'ced region 01 sea, 
th0 Bass Slr:-l1t, is supposed to be relc-;.tively unproductive. Lik.e 
rnost other areas the Tasrnanlan t1shcri~:'3 are also B1t:\1nly served bS 
hand lines and "eille nets. 
The fIshing industry of vVestel'D A.ustl'alia i~ as priln1ti.V(; as those 
the States mentioned above and even more localized. Only in 
New· South vValfes has an dfOl't been made to use the methods of 
Im·ge scale cornmel'cial fishing, but even bere much fi:sh COUll':, 
iroll1 tl18 ef~tuaries a.nd other land··locked vlaters as f1'01'"l1 th.e ucean 
fisheries and the inshore fisht~ries employ about onc thousand eight 
hundred persons directly as a,gainst say 20ft on the deep sea tl'[nvlcr:~. 
11\\1 O'N the ]\T.f:LV\T., tra'.vlel's have only been at work 10 yeal"Sl yet 
during the p~u~~t fiv;·~ yl::"fU'S thc captains have con1plained of scarcity 
Dr f~sh and tho voyages havE.~ iner(~ased i'l'orn three 01' fuu!' days to 
seven 01' eight days. ArG the Con1111aints j~lsti-fii2d? If thEY arl?, 
rh;~ TY1~:yt,t8r be ~~xplal:ned? lIas over-fisbjng- ,~dready rcsultc,d in 
depletion? I bring this Jast query into my introduction hee<1UEi? Uw 
fiTst stinlulus for the ap-pticatioll (If science to ben Fishtl~ie3 rna,y bf: 
t:r<:H:ed to the orig"in or a sin111ar fear of depZBbio)t in ethel' pacti3 
the world where catches appeared to be falling olf. The initi.atioll 
of a scientifk study was not due to a desire to inC)'uu8(, the yidrl of 
the sea beyond its pl'cvioHR fertiJity, but to -2xplain dirnlD"lJtioDs ::Iud 
then, if possib.le, to bring the ieTti1ity back to thnt which wa', 
Eupposed to be the orie,'inal state. 
In Australia we are in the posit-inn that most of our fishing 
U,l'e still unknoviln and l''2St ahnost in the virgin state, C'l'ying: for 
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oxploration. Yet, as if to emphasize the need from the outset lOt" 
information along selentific lines, the only sea area whieh has been 
seriously worked already presents problems and alal'umb. 
I do not intend to trace the history of the world's .greal fisheries 
here. It will be sufficient to note that the dawn uf a new era earrH! 
with the application of steam to fishing vessels and the tn;mend(JUs 
developnwnt of trawling; ill thp nineteenth century. Tfawling <18 
a weH··defined mode of fishing in the North Sea expanded graduolly 
during the years between 1800 and IRGO but it was after 1880 with 
the utilization of steam trawlers, that events moved faster, to cul-
minate with the discovery and adoption of the otter hawl aftfCl" 
1895. 
Of course biological discoveries of some importance in rega:cd t(} 
fisheries were made before the comparatively reCt'l1t dates I haY," 
g'iven here, because there were zoologists interested in the sea and it;, 
life from the time of that great pioneer Aristotle. Indeed on8 of 
the outstanding scientific discoveries bearing upon fisheries was that 
of Professor G. O. Sal's of the University of Christiania, who di:c-
covered in I8G4 that the eggs of the cod fish, and other important 
food tislles floated in the surface waters of the sea after extrusion 
and .fel'1.:!ization, and undel'went their development until hatching 
took place in these surface wah~rs. Yet even now it is a popular 
belief on the part of fishermen that the sea fish lay their eggs on 
the sea bottom where they are destroyed by trawlers. 
Complaints about over-fishing' in the North Sea came to be potent 
about 1863 when the English Government appointed a commission 
to enquire 'whether or not the value of the fisheries was increasing,. 
stationary, or deereasing'; whether or not the existing' methods of 
fishing caused permanent injury to the fishing grounds, and whether 
an extension of existing legislation was necessary.' 
Allegations that trawls destroyed the eggs of sea fish and that 
depletion was occurring were again brought before an EngliBh 
commission in 1878. Between these dates, however, German seientists 
became more directly interested in sea-fisheries, and in 1870 the 
Royal Pl'ussian Commission for the Scientific Investigation of the 
Gennan Seas was f3stablished-the first definite organization of scienee 
in its application to sea fisheries. Other countries were close together 
in this evolution of interest in sea fisheries. Supposed depletion had 
:lust oecasioncd the appointment of a Fisheries Commission in the' 
United States and a Heport was issued in 1871 on the deerease 
food fishes on the Coast r,xld in the Lakes of U.S.A. This Report 
is partieularly interesting for the eonseqlwnces which led to the 
formation of the United States Bureau of Fishel'ies and the appjiea-
tion of science on a larger and better organized seaJe than anywhere 
else. 
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The wave of inquiry seems almost to have been world·wide about 
1865-1875, and even in 1870 it is said that Dutch herring boats were 
supplied with thermometers and notes relating to their use, because 
it had been discovered that more helTing were caught at tempera-
tures between 12° and 14° C. than under other conditions. The 
Russians, too, were making researches in the Baltic and the White 
Seas. The first BJ'itish effort on a serious scale came ,'lith the Scot-
tish Fishery Board's inquiry in regard to Herring towards the end 
of the 'seventies. 
Fishery Boards in Scotland were years ahead of England in their 
aetivitles. Scotland was not only collecting information as far 
back as 1850-18GO but was encouraging scientific investigations. 
(Natural History of Herring 1843-47 by Goodsir and Wilson. Herring 
Eggs, Dr. Walker 1803.) Huxley himself devised forms for the 
tabulation of fishery observations in 1856. All this was desultory, 
however, until the reconstituted Board of 1882 stated that 'without 
:further information as to the habits and life history of the food 
fishes, it would be impossible to submit satisfactory Reports to 
Parliament, either as to the improvement or as to the regulation 
of Fisheries.' 
England had no fisheries department at all until 1886 and its 
activities were scarcely worthy of note for many years. Scientific 
investigation was developed, however, sporadically by certain of the 
Fishery Committees which were responsible for the control of diltel'ent 
parts of the English coast. It was practically dependent on the 
private interest of a few scientists of note, one or two semi-private 
biological stations, and the Marine Biological Station of Plymouth 
whose fine record of work from 1884 onwards is well worthy of men-
tion. The English Marine Biological Association might be regarded 
as the official advisor to the Government during that period. 
In the year 189lJ the Swedish Government invited Government 
representatives from Great Britain, Germany, Denmark and other 
European countries to meet at Stockholm for the elaboration of a joint 
Bcheme of exploration of the seas in the interest of sea fisheries. 
Out of this arose the Permanent Council /0'1' the In,j'(Jstigation of 
the Sea which has instituted many researches into hydrography and 
marine biology and whose publications are of the greatest value. In 
these works the shading of so-called pure and applied science into 
each other is very evident. 
Anyone interested must look elsewhere for the history of all these 
and other organizations. My purpose in this brief account is merely 
to suggest the atmosphere in which the need for inquiry arose. To 
a cnllsiderable extent thiB enveloped a demand from one section 
-of fishermen for legislation against another; the conflict of those 
pursuing one kind of fishing against some method of fishing used 
by their brethren, which was supposed to be causing depletion. 
A unifying feeling if present in the fishing fraternity was due to 
a rooted objection to legislation of any kind on the grounds that it 
wa:·3 \VYOng 01' usele~js to inteI'fe:t2. i\nd boa.-rd,~ of enquiry had often 
to adnlit thai they kne\\f little or nothing on \vhich to base the 1~).vY-2 .• 
In these ways, then, OUY history of Fishery Scipne2 commeneed 
64 years ago. It W,R:3 lucky chance that in th.{)se happy pre-war 
yeaTs D:let at ~Kjel, an.d. J:feligoland, aU the Gel'7"na,n eocnrni:~3:)ionel'g} 
Brandt, Reinke~ I(riiu1.D)el and Heine1.:c:~ ::hn l'(lernbers of 
fIrst or,q,'anized body for the develop:Htent fishel'il;;::.J s~.~ien{:{~~ 
,vas \~/en and truly airfled at the ftlndanlE:ntal~. 
one glances through t1:h-: 
\vhich bas y~::sulted fr-onl the dcvl~lopll1eJrt of 
rnass of 
the eond.ition of }rt31':~I'jE';~o S~:i(·nee, of 
of its Tnethods and c€quirenH:~nt~? 
and \vh,at attitudf;; should "Ne take, to 
of 
airns and it.s achievE~rne':~\h~~ 
How do stand in Australia 
this Rc,rt cd? rer:;eal'ch? It is to 
find th(~ an;~\'vel'S 
add:re;~,~-;. 
these qltCsti.ons that I hn,lie set ill this 
ThE first impressiul1 rnade by much perusal of Government and 
other doeuments is that, considering· thE amount of research which 
'has been eonducterl the auspices' of fisfH:ry eOlYHJ15.sslons, a c:)n-
side:rable ftl110unt of enE'l'g'y -has been \:V8,Stt3d on non-essential vvork~ 
I be ca:reiul about this eriticisnl, because nf) one realizes oeit:':'r 
than rr~:?setf hoV'v- exeeecbngJ.y difficult it is to dra\v the line het~iveen 
pu:re and apl)lied scien.c~? This ,vas l'Gcog'nized tho very initiati_0l'1 
of the TJnited States Fish COH1H1isslon ',\Then assel'ted that the 
life histories of th.(~ fish eou1d not he cornplete vvithout a thorough 
knnvlledgC' of their aSf::;ociate~; in the sea:,. e~;pec:]ally or those w'hich 
form the prey of, or which prey upon., {he fish population. Unfol'tu· 
nately' fisherrnen c i)Seudo-experts a.nd politicians have an b8en far 
too ready to Etep in 'with eritieism somewhat rlimil:ctI' tu that of 
above··~albE:it :far rnol.'C cn1b:eacing', and with nut.hing to 
support it. 
Fisheries ~.cience involves very adequate knowledge of many cognate 
sciences. To understand the phe.nolnena of gro\vth~ rnigration and, 
reproduction of any particular speeies of fish, necEssitates "lhe 
eo-opel'atioTl of biologjsts, physicists, chenllsts and hydrographer;:;. 
It is quite ea~y to unriPl'ptand why the fisherman 01' the man in the 
street cannot see the necessity' for investigating, say, the 111inute 
flcmting life (the plar:kton) of the sea so long as h(, is altogether 
ignorant of the elenlent.0.YY faets about such ~vol'k. Yet, vlhilst 
irnpatient of general critieisrns, and of the lack of uncl('f'standing 
on the p~.:t.rt of thesf::; people, I feel bound to stress the [act that 
ha,s. lagg'ed far too lYiu.eh behind dcncripLion in zoolog'Y~ 
,Elaborate deseriptive {:atalogues of starfish arH1 111edusae '(nay a.t 
SOUle tlll1E' play a part in our control or undeI'standing of thQ Jnarine 
environment, but the enormous output of purely taxonomic zoology 
has overshadowed othor'work of fundamental importance, Fortu-
nate.!y there is a new spirit in zoological science among-st the younger 
school today, 
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Sea fishery does not at present bear any resemblance to Agricul-
ture for it only represents the harvesting. And the first prime 
essential, which has been recognized by Governments everywhere-
even by the Governments of Australian States-is that Fisheries 
must be conserved. That word 'conserved' I shall suggest means 
something a little different from the more frequent term' preserved '. 
I suggest that it implies that whilst fishing shall take place and full 
use be made of the natural produce of the sea, it should be regulated 
in such manner that the natural yield is at least upheld. If methods 
of increasing the yield can be discovered, so much the better. 
And here I may suggest that the fishing industry above all others 
requires the attention of Government. It is most akin to agriculture 
but its claim for help is even greater, for the farmer may at least 
hope to own his land, and what he does with it does result in benefit, 
(or the converse), to himself, as well as perhaps to the country. But 
the sea fishermen have no claim either to the sea floors, or the sur-
face waters. Force of circumstance in the past has driven the hardy 
fisher folk of the northern hemisphere to invent their own gear and 
even to explore remote icy seas to obtain their profits. But in a 
country like Australia (where there is no time for this century-long 
growing-up process, and the slow evolution of older populations), I 
can scarcely visualize a public company spending large sums on the 
exploration of new fishing grounds when they know that the results 
are going to be available to anyone else who likes to use them. 
THE METHODS OF FISHERIES SCIENCE 
Biometrical methods 
As I have indicated above, the first step in the application of 
science to fisheries is the obtaining of knowledge of the fishery stock 
and something definite about its productivity. Starting off from 
this point we are at once faced with the following questions when 
taking stock of the fish production of the sea. . 
(1) Is there over-fishing? 
(2) If over-fishing is taking place how can it be avoided? 
Round about these two questions revolve many different branches 
of Fisheries science. 
In order to answer the first question, methods must be devised 
to determine:-
(a) Some idea of the natural resources of the region of the sea 
under consideration and the proportion of the fish caught to the 
natural production in the same time. 
(b) Whether natural fluctuations in yield occur quite apart from 
anything which may be due to huma,n influence, and what may be 
the relative force of nature as compared with human interference. 
(c) Whether definite reduction in the number in the sea of one 
type of fish-either species or size class-is really a bad feature. 
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(It has been said, for example, that ovel'fi8hing of large sizes may 
result in more fish food and consequently fatlter growth and greater 
production on the part of the smaller sizes.) 
Trw second question set out above involves firstly the problems 
of fish hatching and fish-rearing. Is it possible to perform such 
operations commercially and can over-fi~hing he balanced by such 
means? Another possibility of enriehment also exists by the trans-
plantation of small fish from one area relatively rich in small 
fish but poor in food supplies to another area rich in the latter bnt 
removed from the breeding grounds of the species. These lines of 
investigation bring along in their train the following necessary 
studies: 
(1) The acquirement of a full knowledge of the life histories of 
the specie;; of commercial fish involved, from the egg stage 
to the adult, their feeding and breeding habits, and their 
migrations. 
(2) A knowledge of the marine environment-its physical, 
cbemical, and biological characteristics. 
The difficulties of the biological problems are extremely great, 
however, and the fishermen and others interested must realize this 
at the outset and properly evaluate the work of the scientist-an 
attitude which is rare, except possibly in Japan and the United 
States. It has taken a very considerable expenditure to date to 
determine the exact habits of the Australian blowflies and the best 
methods of restricting them, yet unfortunately with little practical 
success so far as the latter object is concerned. Living things are 
not so easy to control or remodel as machines, or articles of wood 
and iron. And living things in the sea present the additional diffi.-
eulty that usually they cannot be seen until eaught. Their very 
capture involves difficulties and increased expense. The area of the 
earth involved in sea fisheries brings further tronble--fisheries are 
not usually tied down to a small district; and eggs spawned in one 
region may drift far and grow up in another quite distant place. 
There is no doubt that the first step in the general investigation 
of 11 fishery involves the institution of methods for capturing fair 
samples of fish from the sea and the establishment of statistical 
methods for dealing with these samples. By the application of the 
correct methods, information can and sh()uld be obtained regarding 
(I) the number of fish of any particular species in a catch of 
definite' duration-time and locality being acenl'atdy noted; (2) 
weight of fish; (3) lengths of fish for age determinations, also seale 
samples; (4) sex and degree of development (to be correlated with 
length, age, and season); (5) contents of' alimentary canal. 
Fi8hJ:~ry stnti;"tics (leviscd for opera,tjn~; on ::-~u('h infonnation are J 
however, not by any means simple. Commen:ial statistie;l may, if 
taken honestly, supply some valuable information indicative of the 
fiud~Jations in the sea. For this purpose, however, information is 
necessary l'Pgarding the source of thp captun"s (which very often 
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tI'awling captains or owners refuse to divulge) cHvi f;/w dl.tfation of 
the hauls, so that eventually one can determine a most important 
figure-the catch per a unit of time~sometimes set out as the catch 
per day's absence, better and more definitely wOTked out as the 
catch pel' 100 houl's fishing. 
For example, in 192 i! the catches of English trawlers worked out 
as follows for 100 hours of trawling: 
In the North Sea 122 cwt.; in the English Channel 101 cwt.; South 
of Ireland 246 cwt.; but the Barents Sea gave 890 cwt. and Iceland 
10.27 cwt. New South "Vales trawlers have never reached such high 
figures as are reported for the Barents Sea and Iceland, but occupy 
an intermediate position, with 430 cwt. in 1919, 443 cwt. in 1921, and 
470 cwt. (probably the highest average reached) in 1922. Unfor-
tunately the present figures which will be referred to later give yields 
which are only 290 cwts. or thereabouts. 
A serious difficulty in addition to those raised above is that in 
.any long period of yearly comparisons the catch per 100 hours may 
be invalidated owing to changes in types of fishing gear or methods 
of fishing_ Yet it is these long series of statistics which are valu-
able. The statistics of the northern hemisphere which go back som;; 
years before the war are not altogether comparable with ease because 
the types of 11shing gear have changed. This difficulty may be 
.allowed for with care. For the greatest accuracy there is no possi. 
bility of working other than with special research vessels whose gear 
can be controlled for the special purposes in view, but this makes 
investigation costly and limited. There has been considerable diffi-
culty in obtaining fishery statistics which can be utilized for the 
purposes indicated above and from which observers can deduce all 
that science has shown possible. It is obvious that the taking of 
length measurements may often necessitate scientists 01' trained 
observers working at sea on research 01' commercial vessels. The 
catches brought to market by commercial vessels do not "yen represent 
fail' samples of the cat"h taken~~all small fish having been thl'm<rn 
overboard. 
At the Pan Pacific Conference held in Honolulu in August 19::0 
the GoYel.'nment of Australia (with Japan, New Zealand, Canada, 
U.S.A. and Hawaii) was recommended to collect systematic statistics 
of the fisheries and publish them annuall)T. Nothing has been 
done and fourteen very important years have gone sinee then, At 
pres(~nt \V{~~ lack "I,laluahle fundfunenLal infornul,tion af; a l'(:sult of this 
for the Australian statistics indicate merely the amount and value 
of fish landed. And they do not even aUow any attempt at dis-
cov2rin,g- the catch pel' 100 hours fishing 01' the catch pel' day's 
abs()neE' from port. 
Now let us see what biometrical work may aceomplish. The 
statistics of the Plaice Fishery of the North Sea form pTobably 
one of the best examples the world can provide of the difficulties 
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have demonstrated sutilciently well the accuracy and usefulness of 
scale readings. 
Up to date, however, most of the scale reading methods have been 
used in the cooler temperate seas and whilst they are clearly 
applicable to fish of Tasmanian waters (I have had scales of 
35 
LENGTHS CmoS. 
Fig. l.-Cuyve depicting freqnenci.es of rrig:er Flathead of lengths 
between 14 and 62 ems. taken on three CrUiS€H dnrlllg' Sept.~Oet., 
1931. (From data of A. Colefax). 
Trumpeter and other species sent me by the late Mr. Clive Lord) 
and I have reason to believe are probably applicable to certain 
fish species of New South Wales waters, they may be altogether 
uncertain in our more tropical waters. 
We can DOW return to our North Sea example of fishery statistics. 
The results of scale readings not only showed that the large post-
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war plaice were old fish, but that the smaller sized fish did not 
correspond in age to pre-war fish of the same length. They were 
older. In other words the post-war plaice were growing more slowly 
than the pre-war plaice. 
The average lengths and ages for pre- and post-war plaice are 
given by Fr. Reincke and Ad. Buckmann as follows:-
Age Groups "~'I I II III IV V VI VII 
II. 'lJerage Length in 
Centimetres-
1905-6 ........ 15 19 23 26 30 32 38 
1922 .... .... 14 16 19 22 25 29 32 
An explanation of the above figures was offered as follows:' 
As a result of the war-time cessation in fishing, large numbers 
of plaice increased in age and consequently in size. The result of 
this was a crowding of young fish on the bottoIDl in certain areas 
with a resultant diminution in the rate of growth-possibly through 
reduction in the food supply available. We might regard the North 
Sea as having thus returned (more or less) to the original condi-
tion of virgin grounds. 
The first result of the discoveries given above was that the German 
experts, and certain English workers, regarded the whole matter as 
an absolute proof of the need for restriction of fishing in the North 
Sea and evidence of the necessity for international regulation. Plans 
for such were put forward. 
There were some, however, who interpreted the figures otherwise. 
The late Professor James Johnstone of Liverpool, for example, claimed 
that in the Irish Sea the variability in size and abundance of plaice 
during the years 1892-1920 was something that happened of itself-
, Quite apart from the influence of the fishing fleets.' Throughout 
the period there was good evidence of a natural fluctuation in the 
abundance of plaice, some series of years being good, while others 
were relatively bad. 
If this explanation were applied to the North Sea we should have 
to believe that the increase of plaice during the war years was just 
a coincidence and little or nothing more. Those who were most 
familiar with the North Sea did not accept the probability of such 
a coincidence. 
The next step to be noted was a remarkable falling off in the 
plaice catches in the North Sea in the successive post war years 
1920-23. The war-time accumulation of fish seemed to be removed 
in an amazingly short time. It could not be explained away simply 
1 See H. M. Kyle. 'Die Statistik der Seefischerei Nord-Europas' Handbuch der 
See-FiBcherei Nordp.-Europas. Bd x. Heft. 4. 1928. 
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There is some evidence, therefore, that a diminution in the avail a ble 
stock of Tigel' Flathead has taken place in N.S.W. water~. But 
not enough, judging from the possibilities outlined above, to make 
anY assured statement possible. The ib:h may lUtye migrated to 
ne~v grollnds. The falling off may also be the reduction which ha2 
been experienced everywhere the world over on wor1;ing a new and 
virgin ilshing gTound. A new equilibrium may be set up which 
can remain more or Jess constant according to the influence of natul'al 
fluctuations. 
There might on the: other hand have be(m oveT-fishing. We know 
nothing of the fish stocks of the Australian continental shelf. As 
I pointed out three years ago the present New" South Wales grounds 
only equal the area of the Irish Sea and we have removed from them 
in one year four times the quantity obtained from the Irish Sea 
in a similar time. Anyway, whilst it is now realized that natural 
tluctuations with l'hythms often extending over periods of years are 
chul'acteristie of fish stoeks, and are of fundamental importance in 
any application of science, S0 is it realized that the old conceptions 
of an infinite fecundity of the sea are out of date. The situation 
(fi,scovered in our waters is important enough to indicate that statis-
tical work is very necessary, and that it should be combined with any 
exploration work that may be can:led out on new grounds. 
Very much to be desired are more biological studies which will give 
us information regarding the life history and migrations of the 
Tiger Flathead, its breeding habits and its rate of growth. All this 
work involves either the use of a research vessel, or the employment 
of suitable workers on commercial trawlers, combined with the offer 
by the latte,' of details of their catches, which al'e not at present 
available. It should be e.asy by tactful agreement for the latter to 
be made possible especially since there should be no reason why any 
information obtained during this work, should be divulged or made 
public in any way until a year had elapsed. But the Tiger Flathead 
is only one example of the need for more information regarding our 
commercially valuable fish. 
Let. us now return to another aspect of our fishery research which it: 
intimately connected with that we have just touched upon. You 
have seen from Text fig. 1 that some attempt has been made to 
apply the system of age determination by length measurements to a 
New South Wales fish (the Tiger Flathead). 
This work was carried out by my colleague lVII'. A. N. Colefax, 
B.Sc. (se(, Linn. Soc. N.S.W_ VoL 59, 1984) in c(Jllnexion with a 
"tucly of our most important trawled flsh. A con~iderable amount of 
information was gained but unfortunately there has been no possible 
way of following it all up. The data provides the nuc1ells for future 
investigation. Means will have to be provided for capturing the 
sI:naIler flathead. rfhe life history of the fish between the egg and 
the smallest stage) captured VIm have to be followell 
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rrhe signiflcanec of the ability to recognize fb.(· age of fish 
js brought hOYl1C' by dis("oveJ"ie~ \vhich 111ay be said. to l'ftnk 
soniC of the rnost irnportant of flsheI'·Y sClenee up t.o date. Botl1 ill 
-<-L\Tnel'ica ~nti I~uropE' v~;hel'e elaburate statistie(-1,l iYLve;..~tigat.ion2 
be~n ~HrT'icd out~ it ha,~-; been found that the natul'al fluctuations 
\vh i<..:lt are nuvy l'el',og:n}7,ed as highly (:haracte~'istic 
of the ~ea, arc bound up with variationR in 
pregellt belon~;in:;t to S0111P pal'tieulal' J'-('ar gTcnp ::l1~()the,_', J?r)¥" 
exaDlpleJ the application of the 1nethods "'Nt' have deseribnd 
shown that in the great herring catches;, of a:ny J)arti1::u1al'ly ,:~;)od 
vear the bulk of the fish caught belonged to definitE: yf',"" group, 
i.e. they were an hatched years before in what \"TaS either a ,;ingl1litrly 
goad repl'odu.ctive year or one fl'On1 \vhich an unusual nUlnber of tis}, 
had survived and developed. 
Such a prevalent ago group may indeed form the bulk of the 
valuable herring in the shoals of several successive years (s"e Text 
fig. 2). Thus the success of any particular year's herring fisheries 
may be entirely due to the attainment of maturity of some long 
antecedent very successful year of reproduction. The discovery of 
these facts is having two consequences. 
(1) It is making it possible to forecast successful fishcrie~ a year 
Ql. even more beforehand by following the gradual growth and the 
attainment of commercial size of some successful year class. This 
forecast may eventually include the date a profitable fishing might 
be expected to commence, the expected quality of the catches and 
the estimated yield. It is the nncer·tc&inty and 'ua1"iat'ion, in yield in 
pelagi.c fishing which is usually most serious to both fisherm,"n and 
merehants. Removal of a little of this uncertainty would be of the 
highest value. 
(2) It has shown that one of the most important causes of 
fluctuation in any fish stock is due to causes which operated years 
before when a breeding season was a success or a failure. It has 
thus given us a clue to a new line of investigation. 
Possibly (nay probably) the causes which determine the succes;' 
of the breeding season of a species of marine fish may be always 
beyond our control. At present. however, we do not know what 
they are and it is certainly worth-while trying to find out. The 
most favoured assumption is: that the environmental, co:nditions 
prevailing during the period that the eggs are hatching out and 
during the immediately foilowing weeks are of paramount import-
ance. There is little doubt that this is one of the most hazardous 
periods 1n the life history of a marine fish and if the planktonic 
conditions at the time the young larva is hatched are unfavourable 
for it, there may be no food suitable for these delicate stages. 







Fig. 2.---The fluctuations in the composition and a.bundance of 
herring in the Enst Anglian fishery fl'01n 1023 to 102D. 
The H):~ul'es at the bottorn indicate the age of the fish in each year 
g-roup. The height of the colulll'ns indicates the abundance in the 
('.atches of the partienlar year group, and the figure on the columns 
indicates year of hatching. " Black If colulnns represent successful 
year groups. (Fl'Oll1 W. G. Hodgson). 
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STUDIES OF LIFE HISTORIES 
At the present moment we know next to nothing about the eggs 
01" the larval stages of our Australian marine flsh. There is a 
gap in our knowledge that must be lilled up and he1'e let me describe 
some of our own work in following life histories which has in its 
small way resulted already in a considerable success during the past 
few years. 
The eggs of most rnarinG) fish of commercial importance are 
pelagic, that is to say they float in the sea. Herdng eggs are 
exceptional, being laid on the bottom on various objects (and of 
(:ourse the reproductive habits of sharks and rays, fishes which 
sometimes come also within the purview of commercial significance, 
are very different from the more important teleost fishes.) In order 
to recognize for the flrst time the spedes of the tiny floating eggs 
of teleost fishes, two methods are available. 
A particular fish Eipeeies may be kept in numbers in ponds 
att.ached to a tlsh hatchery and the eggs, after extrusion from the 
mature females (and subseqlwnt fertilization) may be scooped up 
from the water in fillE, silk nets, placed in hatching boxes and the 
.development gradually followed. In this way there is no doubt 
at the outset that the eggs belong to the species of fish which we 
have in the pond. The egg may be examined and the features 
refe;:l'ed to belo,v noted. If hatching and culture for a time are 
successful, the diffel'ent stages lrorn the egg until the definite adult 
form is reached, may all be examined and illustrated. It should 
then be possible on future occasions to recognize these eggs or larvae 
when caught at sea. 
A variation of this method is to take the mature fish from a 
pond or aquarium tank and actually squeeze out the ripe eggs from 
the female and the ripe sperm from the male and conduct the 
fertilization in glass vessels. The whole sequence of stages can then 
be followed as before. This method can be easily adapted for use 
on board commercial fishing craft and the following simple devicE' 
was invented and used successfully by us on N.S.'vV. trawlers. It 
·co11sists of a small cylinder of celluloid with w:indow,l, windows 
and the ends are covered with bolting silk. Eggs taken from mature 
fish captured by the trawler are introduced into the cylinder, the 
silk replaced and the whole thing immersed in a large bucket 01' ot.her 
tank of sea-water which is conveniently changed 0]' kept refilled as 
x'equj,,·wl. The motion of the ship keeps the subrnorged buti1oating' 
cage, with "its eggs, in constant l1'lOVenlent. and at least the egg 
stages and possibly early larvae ean be obtained in this way. 
Tho main difficulty about the above methods is the obtaining' of 
mature fish or of keeping members of both sexes until mature. Still, 
this is frequently accomplished, for it is the practical method of 
such marine fish hatehel'ies as are in existence. 
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The second method applies to the fish eggs which are captured 
floating in the sea water and which are taken in plankton nets 
sometimes in abundance, sometimes in isolated numbers. 
Hints as to the possible family of fish to which the eggs belong 
may be obtained by reference to the known fish eggs of other parts 
of the world. For example, it is common in the herring group (note 
that although the herring lays its eggs on the sea bottom, its near 
relatives the sprats, pilchards, &c. have typical. floating eggs), for 
the egg yolk to be divided up into. segments. The eggs of the 
anchovy are oval (the yolk is also segmented here.) 
Now if the planktonic fishery for eggs and larvae is continued on 
successive days for a perIod, there is a fair chance that successive 
stages in the life history may be captured. The following example 







Fig. 3.-Egg of Sardinia neopilchardus, Steindachner, diameter 
1'4 mm. 
A-Early stage of development. B-Later stage of development. 
C-Ready for hatching. (From Dakin and Colefax.) 
[Block lent by 90urtesy of The Trustees of the Australian Museum.] 
August of the three years 1931, 1932, and 1933, numerous eggs were 
captured off Sydney which were characterized by a wide perivitelline 
space and a segmented yolk (Text fig. 3). The general resemblance 
suggested that the egg belonged to a member of the herring group 
(Clupeidae) . But no less than six different species having eggs of 
this type were found by Delsman off Batavia. It was necessary, 
therefore, to have further evidence before closer identification could 
be made. In successive catches in each year eggs had been obtained 
at different stages of development and we had also taken newly 
hatched larvae. In 1933 partly as a result of a special effort to 
settle this particular question, a more concentrated search was con-
ducted for the later and later larvae and as a result we were suc-
cessful in getting stage after stage which we could link together 
until finally the size of 28 mm. was reached. 
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It was not until we had this size that we could be absclntely 
certain that we were dealing with the Australian pilchard (Sw(di:nitt 
neopilchardu3 Steindaehner) but at this size the dorsal and other 
fins, the general form, the number of vertebrae, left no doubt of the 
identification. This meant, of course, that for aU time we could 
recognize the eggs or any other early stage of this specics if mt~t 
with in our netH. It also meant the recognition of the breeding 
season and breeding grounds of the Australian pilchard, at least 
off the New South Wales Coast, and judging from the number of 
eggs present in the net, it suggested that the pilchard adults wen') 
present in large numoers. Up to the present, however, there has 
been practically no pelagic fishery around the Australian Coast. The 
herring family which prohably provides the greatest sea wealth in 
the form of fish, remains almost untouched in Australian waters. 
California in 1929 took 857,000,000 Ibs. of fish from the sea and 
of this 652,000,000 lbs. were sardines to be used for canning or for 
reduction purposes (nil and fish meal). The total Australian land-
ings of fish for 1931 were only 6.'2,91;.9,'1liO lus. it is easy to 'see, 
therefore, why the exploration of our seas in regard to pelagic fishes 
is a very desirable experiment. 
The search for fish eggs at sea is only part of what is known as 
Plankton Reseal'ch. I shall return to other sides of this investiga-
tion later. 
There is not yeTY much available for purposes of comparison or 
recognition in fish eggs but, as Ehrenbaum points out, the size, the 
presence of oil globules, the character of the yolk, the shape, the 
perivitelline space, the colour, are all features which can be noted. 
In this respect preservation causes changes all Tound. It would be 
advisable to measure considerable numbers of fresh eggs of any 
particular type in order to determine the range of variability. In 
respect of the larvae-~the shape, the number of the fin rays in par-
ticular, and also the number of vertebrae, are important. In addition, 
the colour, pigmentation, and size, should be noted. 
Plankton Studies and t.he Life History of the Australian Peneid 
Prawns 
There is another life history study in which our plankton work has 
played a part; it is published for the first time here. On various 
warmer parts of the Australian eoast there is a valuable industry 
in the fishery for prawns. In New South Wales waters it has 
averaged about £38,000 during the last ten years. The year 1931 
was, however, a peak year. The value reached £76,871 and the 
quantity obtained was 1,587,'120 1b8. This yield is much more startling 
when it is realized that all this crustacean matel'ial came from river 
estuaries or lagoon-like lakes of relatively little depth which are 
open to the sea by very narrow and shallow channels (Lake Illa-
WUl'ra and Tugg'erah Lakes) and this is in addition to heavy fish 
SClfi:NCI'l A.ND SF1A f'IRJ-LEHlti~'} 
vjeJ.ds ~f't'orn the sarne \VateTs, The pra vvu fisher;.,,' is so JTI1poT'tant 
in \7]ctoria~ the 2l:::HH13.1 cateh heing probablY EttIe Inore than 10,000 
Ibso frern. the IAJJ.:es of liippsland. Pr(l\vns the RFdDe frnll ily' are 
found in the S'wan Iti vel' at Perth but thl? l1;;;;he:ry lS only VTGL'th 
:£1200 annuan~y. 1"'ht: l~eport ,of the 
rnerd;; 
Qu,t>~~nsland eoast. 
Cf}111Hle:CCtal pravnlS of Pe~:'th:l Gipp31and 
l~n)dJ and abo"lc all~ (d l\T C\N South vV 2..les belong to a Cl'1)S~ 
t&ct:an group--~~the of "which differ 
in t.hpil' rnode of reproduction Iron1 thOSf1 of aD g:l'UUpS of 
Crnstacean order I)eeapoda. It shou.ld notf~d :~n passin:.,~, that 
cOHl1nel"cial prp:.\vns and sh:r'hnI1~) of Engl.and and J:Jorthern F':ul'ope 
Y'vhich look supe:rfieiaHy very si:n1.ilar ours, bE.~loTIg· to an entirely 
djfr(::rent gronp. The J?eneid PJ'awns al'e eharaetel~istic of \VarnlPf 
seas. The~y are f~lsc\vhere of comn1ercial irnpol'tance in IV[editerl'anean 
conntries, in the Southern United States, India, Malaya, and .Japan. 
Ou:r best kno1,vn speeies in l\h~,vv South vVales '\Yaters al~e th(~ 
K.ing pra\i\rn, (Pwneu.s plcbe.iu:·::).~ and the Sehool pra'\v'rt (PC',l1J1COprn:s 
The :for111Cr is kl1o,\:vn froTH Queensland dOVln to the South 
Coa.st of !'<Je'l'l South 'Vales and occur:ci again in V\Te,stel'l1 Anstra1i~L 
'fhe Hehool pruwn is alscl kno'\vn over th(~ who'1e eoast of r.Je\v So,uth 
V'J'u.le,s, A third speeic:s (}Je·!'l.aeopf:i"is 'rf-z.o·noceT(8)) l(~ss vv'211 kn~TN;l on 
the Ea"tern Coast of AustraEa is common again in the Swan River 
Q,t Perth and a very wide range being one of the commonest of 
the Indian prawns and even turning up at. Japan and the Philippines. 
It is characteristic of our AustI'alian crayfishes and crabs as 
well as of the shrimps and prawns, lobsters and crabs of Great Britain 
that the females carry the extruded and fertilhed eggs under the 
abdomen until they hatch out a~ highly develop(ed larvae. The 
Peneid life history is very different. The females shed their tiny 
eggs from the oval'ies direct into the sea where they float during 
th(~ir short development until a primitive larval form--the nanpliu8-
hatches out. Although this has been known to zoologists for many 
years it seems to have been singularly unfamiliar even to fishery 
experts of the countries where Peneid prawns are of commercial 
importance. In fact little or nothing has been said in their reports 
about the habits of the~e prawns notwithstanding the puzzle of their 
origin. 
In New South Wales the problem of the life history of the com-
mon prawns aroused my curiosity at onee--partly because I h.ad 
been fortunate enough to catch the eggs and early larval stages 
of one species in the Swan River, V.f.A. many years ago. But the 
stimulus was great enough without this, because to many hundreds 
of fishermen the prawn was something of a mystery. This was 
the case at Lake Illawarra (and the same applied to 'l'uggerah 
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Lake and PDrt Jackson harbour \vith the PalT3.111aLta River entering 
it) ~ During the winter fe\v or no pl'a\f,711S can bi=! tuken "\vith nets~ 
anlt t.hose captl1red are usually srnal1. There CUlnes tirne during the 
spring \vhen the kIng prav-.rn.s be('.or:H.~ c8.LchabIe in the Lakes and 
they are first taken gt that en.d of lak(~ faTthest 
D.'?lay frOITl the sea and are l'ar,h?::l' sInalL DUTing the early sun1J:ner 
larger sppcunens are captured, ~nd then ;;l.,Tnazing" 'outflo\vs' or 
,; rnigrations' to the sea tHke pl~:c(- on dark )lig~nt;3. I have seen 
tv/o 01' three of these .; l'u.n~~ !' t~J.ke l~hi.C:"'. \.' isiton~ 3 t thi: lako E':nt1.'anec~ 
young a:nd oluJ take hU1T}Cane hnnps electrk~ i!n.'ches, kel'osene 
tins, buckets and hand netf'. They linek to entrance which 
connects the lake with the "'l,vhE'l'f:' at l(;",;"v vvatc2' ean stand 
\vith th(0 outstreanl.ing' curTC'r1l only up to t.he "knees. there is 
a senlieil'cle of elosely pa.ekt~d p(-:,ople the·il· lights. IT, is now, 
shaH we say 'logO p.m. The running out sea is dark blue 
and clear under the lamps. There aYe TIC signs of life except for 
an oceasional crab, The c.-l'o\vd \vaits. .'"')l.1ddenly sonlCOn(~ ncar the 
lak.e cries 01"tt 'here they COIYle~) and :U"": ~~·GddQnl·y as that;> the pravvns 
arrive. Swimming actively, the big praVil1S come like an acmy and 
are rapidly caught as tl\ey try to by until the Luckets are 
half full and the lwnter" drift away hV;l1ewai.'d one by one. Fisher-
men with nets are at work in the lake ii:G'.:lf. A. set Ilet at the 
entrance-Ilaturally not a;lc;wed-~wnuld make an urnazJng capture. 
1"he rnoon ·is quite sufficie:i.lf. to ztop th~.:; rnigration "iNhic.h ct::8-ses for 
a number of days at full moon unle,,~ th<e nights are very cloudy. 
Every year this story is repeated aXld millions of large king prawns 
have been observed leavilJ;!,' the lakes I(}], the But no one ever 
saw the prawns entering the lakes or estuaries, and c(ince the fishermen 
looked for eggs on the abdomen as indicative of breeding females 
they never found any of the lattel'. Knowing the life history and 
Teprnduetive habits we na1;u1'a11y adopted the method of dissecting 
the large females to detelTnine the statE: of matul'ity-·but cllriously 
enough in most eases there were 'lnly mere traces of reproductive 
organs. Only two theories could be put foc'ward to explain the 
situation. 
(1) The king- prawns bred in, the 1al[E's and estuaries-~this would 
easily explain the constant Bupply a]wnys moving out to sea and 
never coming in. But why th"'n did the larg(' prawlls go out to 
sea in such dcflnite mmises" A nd why did one never jind a really 
mature prawn in the lakes? Did they hide awa;v in this condition? 
One would have to assum," toe, that the big ]JraV'1llS caught leaving 
the lake had just spawned in order to acr.:ount fer tiJ!:lr small gonads. 
(2) Thc otber theory was that the king prawm; bred in the oecan 
and never in the lakes el'tul1l'ies em!! that the lnk.. supplies, 
enOTITIOUS as they \vere~ l'j~sult(;d -rrr./Dl an earJ~7 inshore n11gration 
of the young at such a :oman stage that they Weer£' nevo' g.,cn by the 
fishermen. On this thevi'Y the lakes would be reganied as speeiaHy 
favourable gl"owing grounds \C.'he;'e tlllC: prawns gradually inereased 
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in sizG on the rich food supplies. Finally having attained large size 
they would leave for the sea in regular armies for their III"st breeding" 
season. Our largest prawns caught in the lakes and estuaries were, 
according to this theory, still immature. 
We set ourselves to prove one or other oj' these theories. Prawns 
wel'(~ obtained from all the estuaries of New South \Vales and at 
all seasons of the year and dissected for examination of the repro-
ductive organs. And always (with the exception of one species to 
be referred to later) the reproduetive organs were undeveloped. Only 
when w'o obtained a few outsized king prawns from near the entranee 
of Port Jackson in late summer did we find the gonads well developed. 
But always when we obtained laxge king prawns :[rom the ocean 
(captul'('d by trawling) the gonads were well developed (s("e Plate II). 
At this stage in our investigation the plankton catches came to 
the I"eScue. From the beginning of' March the characteristic eggs 
of the Peneid prawns with the developing nauplius larvae were 
taken out at sea in our plankton nets. Later on the young stages 
were also captured. And the converse is true, no eggs of the king 
prawns were ever taken in inshore waters. I think the life history 
of the school pl'awns is exactly the same. The breeding season of 
the king prawns in the ocean probably extends over at least six 
months for we have found king prawns at sea developing maturity 
as late as September. 
During the later months of the year in late spring and summer 
the young of the prawns must stream into the estuaries and lakes, 
soon to take up their normal habits and grow up. 
And now we come to the further surprise. The sizes of the 
prawns captured by us both at Lake Illawarra and elsewhere, leads 
indubitably to the conclusion that, with the exception of the very 
large ones, they are all less than a year 'lId. The largest prawns 
leaving Lake Illawal'ra in the summer (size 18 ems.) are not less 
than 13 months old and no older than 18 months. Our work indicates 
that the king prawn breeds at about the age of 18 months and the 
females are then about 21 ems. in size or even more. The rapid 
growth and attainment of the breeding season in sueh a short period 
is not common in commercial marine products. What happens to 
the prawns in the sea is a very interesting question about which 
w(, know absolutely nothing" No studies on the complete life history 
of Peneid prawns had been made anywhere in the world until 
recently when the United States Bureau of Fisheries took the 
matter up. In a recent paper it is stated that probably their prawns 
never breed again after their first season" If this is the case with 
OUT Australian species it will be realised that once again pure 
science has information of very considerable importance in regard 
to the proper regulation of a valuable fishery. 
I mentioned that there was one exception to the above life history. 
It is possible to find the adults of Penaeopsis 11WnOCer"os with mature 
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reproductive organs in the inshore waters and once I found their 
·eggs floating in the Swan River at Perth. This species breeds 
during the late summer 'months. Curiously enough they have been 
regarded as school prawns by most of the New South Wales prawn 
fishers-but school prawns which were not quite as they ought to be. 
In some districts they are called Greasy Backs. 
The Hatching and Rearing of Marine Fish 
In my introduction I pointed out that one possible way of increasing 
the stock of marine fish was by , artificial' hatching-the rearing of 
eggs and younger stages in fish hatcheries. Is this feasible and with 
what possibility of success? 
It is difficult to say when the first efforts in fish culture were 
·carried out. The Romans were probably preceded by the Chinese in 
this respect-the fish being fresh-water fish. So far as we know, 
however, the eggs were laid by the fish and carefully collected by the 
'nurserymen '. 
In the fifteenth century (1420) a certain Dom Pinchon cultivated 
trout at the abbey of Reome near Montbard in France. In 1758 
Lieutenant Jacobi of Hoenhausen wrote a manuscript describing how 
he squeezed the eggs from ripe females and the milt from the males 
and fertilized the eggs. Artificial fecundation was being practised 
by the Swiss with trout in 1772 although the function of spermatozoa 
was not even known at this time. Then this artificial fecundation 
.seems to have been forgotten until it was re-discovered by a simple 
fisherman, Remy, of Bresse (Vosges). Remy's methods became known 
to the scientific world through Professor de Quatrefages in 1849. 
From this time on a great development of fish hatching took place, 
particularly in France and Germany. When the United States Fish-
eries Commission was instituted the possibility of counteracting 
depletion by hatching and rearing was visualized at the outset and 
such was the vigour with which this side of fisheries technology 
was pursued, that already in 1872 the United States had gone further 
almost than anyone else. Since then the United States has led the 
world in this matter and if one wishes to follow up the types of 
technique involved, reference should be made to the publications of 
the United States Bureau of Fisheries. There is, however, an impor-
tant side of this question for our consideration. The success of 
fish hatching is certain in so far as it concerns fresh water fish 
.like the carp and its relatives, the trout, the salmon and others. 
It is quite another matter when one regards the vast fisheries of 
the sea. The eggs of the trout are about as large as peas-there is 
an abundance of yolk, the young larvae are hardy and their early 
.life is spent in circumscribed areas which can easily be imitated or 
found in other places. 
One of the most dramatic successes in fish hatching was that of 
the introduction of the Shad from the Atlantic Coast of the United 
:States (its natural home) to the Pacific Ocean, and its spread and 
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development in the 'waters of Canada as well as California. This, a 
fish of the herring family, is also a fish of the anadromous type, 
Le. it spends some time in the sea but, like salmon. leaves it and 
8.bcends rivers, to spawn in fresh water. Right at the yery beginning 
\if the Arnerlean GO'VGT'IUnent's attf~ntion to fishpJ'Y investigation, Le~ 
,in 18719 a eOl1sigrnnent of: shad fry ,~'as eorf\/eyed fro-rrl the .l\.tlantie 
('nast JIudson. River) to the 8aer:arnento R,i.'<l01'1 Ca1i:::ornia. Thl.S 
VIas repeated in 18'73 and (Jth~~l' yea:rs. _~dult fish began to tU.l'n Ul> 
v-/ithin n fc,v yeaTs and by 1376 they \VEI'e getting' eornn1on in the rIvel' 
\~.;·h(:~l'e they' had been set frf~e. By 1895 the sha,d fls.hBl'Y of California 
Vias ,of extl'€~Ine irnporta]J.ee to t.he State and the fish had sprea(~ 
I]orth to the rivers of the Canadian Coast. The, ~.pe('le~:!. constituted 
the sixth largest l1shery of N orthel'n California in 1928. 
This example shows what may be done In thp way of introducing 
a :6.sh to a new area, but it is scarcely a testimonial to the hatching 
of eggs of typical marine fIshes. The spread of the shad in the 
Pacific may have been due to the occurrence of particularly favour-
able conditions there. Up to date even the artificial hatching of 
shad in the Pacific eoast rivers has not been able to increase the 
yield sufficiently to balance human depredation or natural tiuctuat·ion. 
There is singularly little evidence, then, of success in marinel18h 
hatching. No practical results so far as I know can he :Jut up to 
support the United States hatcheries for cod, although it mURt he noted 
that these are regularly conti.nued; nothing; that would be accounted 
beyond criticism has been put forward to support the British or 
Norwegian sea-fish hatcheries. 
Fifty-eight years ago the United States Fisheries Commissioner 
said: 'Here the fish eulturalist comes in with the proposition "that 
it is cheaper to make fish so plenty by artifieiat means, that every 
fisherman may take all he can catch. than to enfol'ee a code of protec·o 
tion la-ws." The Salmon rivers of the Pacific slope, and the Shad 
rivers of the East and the 'Whitefish fisheries of the lakes are now 
so thoroughly under control by the fish culturalist that it is doubt-
ful if anyone will venture to contradict his assertion. The question 
now is whether he can extend his domain to other species'. 
That this was an optimistic view is evident from the fact that 
eight years ago the Assistant in eharge of Scientific gnquiry of the 
United States Fish Commission said that despite 55 )1(,81'8 of artificial 
propagation, the Pacific sahnon fishery had declined alarmingly the 
shad fisheries had declined by 74 per cent. from 18H6 to IH28 and 
the whitefish fisheries, despite an annual distribution of 409,000,000 
eggs and fry, had decl.ined in yield frorn first place in 1880 to fourth 
place in 1922. Probably in these cases, all being fish with eggs 
hatching in fresh waters, the results would have been ',;v01"5e without 
the aid of the euIturalist. 
So far as sea-fish eulture is concerned the summing up by Knut 
Dahl in 1909 may still be said to hold good. The majority of f'resh-
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watel' fish possess relatively large am! JUH'dy eggs whic:h are hatehed 
resting on the bottom or glued to obj("ct" on the bottom. Th(~ pel'iod 
of incubation is long, The young' when hatched are activE'. well 
developed}" and hardy creatures. The:v can easily be reared) run be 
kept in thousands in a limited space, and fc'd and reared at no great 
(".ost. On the other hand the a~"eas of the sea are so extensIve that 
haLehing: op(;raUon;j on a t.rerll8ndouB seale \i,~ouhJ be necessary in 
order to ~ br: eapahJe of in-fiuG1H.:ing the en(ir~11()US quantities of dl'ift.ing 
fI'~' which the open waters (of Northern Europe)' have bC'en proved 
to contain.' 
'rhe pelag'ie (~,?'gs of rnaT'ine fish ("ontra~~t strikingly v,;-ith those 
just referred tn. rrhe:~,;'· p.re slT!ul1 and dQlieate~ the p~~l'ioJ of "inc"',Jbation 
in our vvatem may bo only a day OJ' two. And all the hatcl18l'ies can 
do when the young are hatehed is to ' hurry these Im:va" into the sea 
where for many weeks they lead a pelagic life suspended in the waters 
and subject to theil' movements '. 
I should like, however, to suggest that the iast vvord has not been 
said in the matter of sea-fish hatehing and I would illustrate my 
point by reference to a case which is almost unknown in the northern 
hemisphere and which has lately (Come unde)' my notice in quite a 
new aspect. 
A fe,v months ago I visited the Paci fic island of Nauru, (Australian 
mandated tenitory). The island is an old coral islet which has been 
raised so that its highest point is about 20() feet above sea level. 
In the centre is what is caned the lagoon, probably a remnant of an 
original lagoon, but nov; a swampy lake cut offfr'om the sea by high 
ground and very unlike the typieal lagoons of eorn1 atolls. At the 
time of my visit there had been little or no l'ain for 80111e months. 
Notwithstanding this, the salinity of the water of thp lagO(;l) (which 
was partiaHy dried up) was only 9 per thousand. The lagoon area is 
divided up into little ponds and these are crowded with a species 
of fish, Chomos chomos (known to the natives as lby((}. The average 
length of the specimens I saw eaught was about 15-18 inehes but 
they grow much larger. These fish Rl'e cultivated fish and the 
lagoon ponds remind one of carp ponds in Europe---·highly productive 
areas of water. 
Now the story of the Ibya fishery of Nauru is a surprising one. 
At a certain time of the year the natives of the lagoon district 
go down to the o[>ean coral reefs anel look in the roek pools for tiny 
fish larvae. According to their dec;criptiol1 these little fish are only 
about a quarter of an inch in length and extremely difficult to see. 
They are fished out with a "hallow strainer and placed in very ordinary 
receptaeles in the native huts. Apparently the ,Yater is ehanged at 
intervals but the whole business is most primitive and I should 
l The same thing win apply :hl oiher \vide and unrestricted seas. 
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scarcely imagine that the natives understand much of ,"vhat they are 
doing. It is almost an instinct with them. The procedure is some-
thing which has been handed down from generation to generation 
and probably has eontinued for hundl'eds of years on the island. 
The tiny fish grovY rapidly and after a few weeks when they have 
reached the size of about 2 cm. they are transfenee! to an outside 
pond of ,c;mall size. They do not receive much further attention and 
gradually grow up. Two months later they are transferred to the 
big fish ponds of the lagoon where they gradually reach adult size 
and are ready when required. 
N ow there are several remarkable things about this business. In 
the first place the natives collect the larvae of a marine fish at a 
stage which, in sea fish hatcheries with other fish species, is set free 
as too difficult to handle further. In the second place, at this difficult 
stage they change the fish over from. sea water to lagoon water which 
has a very different salinity and constitution. This of itself is a 
matter which interests me keenly because the osmotic pressure con-
ditions existing between aquatic animals and their environments 
have been the subject of my researches extending over twenty years. 
But let us follow this matter further. The fish (which ineidentally 
the Europeans on Nauru have regarded as something peculiarly 
Nauruan) is the so-called Milk Fish, Chnnos chnnos (Forskal), 
(sometimes called the salmon herring), a sea fish relahld to the 
herring and of very wide distribution, ranging indeed from the 
Red Sea where fh'st recorded, the Indian Oeean (on all coasts), 
to the Pacific Ocean (noted from the .East Indies, Samoa, Society 
Islands, and as far south indeed as New Zealand and Australia). 
It often enters the fresh waters of rivers and lakes nlthough it only 
spctwns in the sea,. It is an ocean fish which approaches land at the 
breeding season and spawns in shallow bays or on coral reef flats. 
A specially interesting feature, however, is that this fish above all 
others is first in commercial importance in the Philippines where the 
people have from time imm.emorial cultivated it and now understand 
many details of the process.' 
Actually the culture of the fish is highly characteristic of the 
Indo-Pacific, and is very ancient in origin. Ponds are made and 
used in the Hawaiian Islands, in Java, Singapore, Madura, and 
Form.osa. But only in Nannl (and possibly at the Gilbert Islands), 
so far as I am aware, are the larvae cultivated in brackish water. 
According to Ddsman the eggs of Clwnos chemo", (called the 
BCinden.CJ in Java), a l'e pelagie. The breeding fish may reaeh three 
feet or more in length and the roe contain over 5.000,000 eggs. But 
1 This. by the \vay, rrmy be of great ethnologieDJ inlpOJ'ta;}ce for it is seareely 
likely that the Naul'uans have discove:ted the eultul'€ pruce,qg themselves. I l:lhoukl 
suggest that it might be evidence of the origin of the Nauru,an peoples and might 
lH'ovirle evidence that they cmne from Asia by the Northel'iy route bringing their 
habits -with them. The early Nauruans probably recognized the fish larvae on the 
reef shores, having been aceustomed elsewhere to looking for thei11. 
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the fish never bl'eeds in the eulture pond~. rrhe.re a·~~e t\"JO spB,\vning' 
seasons in the year and the larvae are seooped up by men, women, and 
ehildren from floating entanglements of rope set up along the shores. 
No attc'mpt seems to have been made at the Philippines (01' ,Java) 
to ren10ve the eggs frnn1. fhe adult fish} on1:7 the young :fry are 
captured in the \yat(~l'~ and this itself is a gTeat industl"Y for they 
are caught and shipped away to the fish tultivato1's all oye,' Manilla. 
They are uRually about 10 mm. bng when captured and quite trans-
parent. 
At the Philippine,; these larvae, in numbers from 1,i500 to 2,000 
are placed in a 15-·litre jar fol' transport and handled eal'efuHy. 
Tht-.:: jars are kept Jilled vl1tb clQan sea-vv~ater. The fish larvae are 
first placed in a nursery pond and apparently aftel' about two or 
thre" weeks they should be 3'0 to 3·5 em. in length, and are then 
removed to the ordinary ponds. In the Philippines the larvae feed 
upon a blue-green algal mat (containing other microscopic plants 
and animals) which develops at the bottom of the pond, but I shall 
have to omit many of the interesting details which are known of 
this fish culture) in the places where it is carried out. 
What I want to point out is fhat the processes which are now 
organized on a big scale in the Philippines originated centuries ago 
as the result of someone's keen ohservation and experiment. This 
particular fish species probably lends itself to the almost domestic 
treatment it receives. But please note---the original N auruans, prob-
ably trying to imitate what they or their fathers had done elsewhere 
before, appear to have presented it with difficulties in the nature of 
the salinity of the water, which are equally well surmounted by the 
fish. One thing is certain and that is that all the stages are able 
to fmd suitable food in plenty. One wonders whether this is not the 
crux of most, if not all, of the problems which have arisen in fish 
hatching and fish culture. Another important fact (whether depen-
dent on the one just mentioned or not remains unknown) is the 
ability of the young fish to thrive in limited confining areas. 
I have described this Ibya culture of Nauru hecause I feel that the 
cnltnre of certain fish as well as of other marine organisms 01 
commercial value may have to play a much more important part in 
the future than it has in the past. There is no branch of marine 
biology, however, which is more elusive-it requires patience and 
will probably need the full resources of the biologist and the 
chelnist. Research of this kind should fully satisfy the pun 
scientist, whilst appealing equally strongly to the applied scientist. 
I see no reason why pearl oysters and other molluscs should n01 
he cultivated on the northern coast.s of Australia-but we know b~ 
now that rule of thumb trials can only result in waste of money-
possibly biological research on an attenuated scale is not likely to btO 
a bit better. There is of course another '{iew, that the future will 
see artificial factory products supplanting the natural, (being more 
cheaply produced and more easily controlled) and the story of 
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the chemisLs' aniline dyes destroying the indigo industry will be 
repeated in the waters as in other fields. But biological science 
is still too far behind its Risters to say what the future has in 
store in its bearings on the economic production of commercially 
valuable living things. I have no doubt that wherever and whenever 
the call comes for Science to aid in this production, methods will 
be invented that will overcome the difliculties so fur experienced. 
The General Study of the Plankton 
1 have already indicated the importance of plankton studies in 
fisheries research in referring to the capture and study of fish eggs, 
and prawn lal'vae and probably in the future our plankton work at 
Sydney will be chiefly concerned with a search for the eggs and eady 
stages of fish. Out' first investigation, however, has naturally been a 
more general study of the plankton of the New South -Wales coastal 
waters. '1'hi8 work has been continued over four years, and whilst 
in comparison with the long continued plankton researches at places 
in the northern hemisphere the time has been short, yet it is the 
first continuous investigation in the open sea of this part of the 
world. From the purely systematic point of view one could go on 
for many years making collections of plankton with varying gear 
and possibly getting new species--certainly new records geographic-
ally. No doubt, too, there is much physiological research of a 
purely scientific nature to be conducted on planktonic organisms. 
What interested us, however, was firstly the question whether there 
existed in our seas any planktonic rhythm (rhythm in produc-
tion) comparable to that so much discussed in the northern hemis-
phere, and secondly what the degree of plankton production was in 
our waters. The first two years of work sufficed to show us that just 
as in the northern temperate regions there was a very definite 
rhythm in productivity with two clearly marked seasons of vigorous 
reproduction-the early spring and the late summer or autumn-
and this was the first demonstration of such a rhythm in the 
sout:heTn hemisphere. 
Now the explanation of the causes which determine the appeal'-
ance of the microscopic plants and other organisms in the sea at 
their appointed times, their development of seasons of reproductive 
energy, and their disappearance 01' at least their reduction to smaller 
numbers, has not by any means been found, I have no doubt fur-theY" 
light will be tlll·own on this fundamental pY"oblem of the seasons 
by researches in different parts of the wOl'ld at different latitudes 
and in different environments, Tbere i" "till dispute, however, as 
to the comparative annual productivity of the seas in plankton at 
different latitudes, and sinee this has a very decided l'elation to the 
production of the seas in fish it certainly deserves om· consideration. 
One of thE~ results of that f1 est great plankton expedition--the 
Kiel Expedition of the Humboldt StiHung-was the discovery that 
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the catches were very many times greater in the colder northern 
seas than in the equatorial Atlantic waters. No doubt this was 
correlated with the well known northern sea fisheries of Newfound-
land, the White Sea, and Iceland, and all seemed to strengthen the 
belief that for some reason the colder seas were more productive 
than tropical waters despite the converse on land (assuming that 
climatic conditions are at their best). A theory was indeed put 
forward very early by Brandt in explanation. It was based on the 
assumption that nitrates were the mineral substance in the sea 
determining its ultimate possibility in plant production, and that 
these were less concentrated in tropical waters owing to the action 
of clenitdfying bacteria. Possibly there may still be room for some 
doubt in regard to the differential fertility of tropical seas and 
temperate seas respectively. There is no question, however, that 
during the summer months in the Antarctic seas there are enormous 
developments of planktonic plant-life, and that in temperate waters 
there are outbursts of great productivity in the springtime. 
'iN e have never obtained plankton catches off the New South l'Vales 
coast at Sydney as rich as those I used to get in the Irish Sea, 
and I have no doubt whatever that judged by the actual catches 
the average number or quantity of organisms in a litre of sea water 
of the Pacific off Sydney is decidedly less than that to be found 
in the Irish Sea. This cannot be a simple matter of latitude in its 
bearing on light 01' temperature, for there are many [;eawater lagoons 
of very great area (Lake Illawarra-80 Bquare miles) along the 
coast of New South Wales in which the plankton content is high in 
the summer when the water temperature is as high as that of 
tropical seas. 
It is not by any means easy, however, to determine from the 
observations that have been made up to date that the act1l./J,l pToduc-· 
tion or fertility of open tropical seas is less than that of open tem-
perate seas. The rate of living is faster in the tropical waters, there 
is a quicker turnover and I'ate of reproduction. Even frequent plank-
ton catches do not tell the story so simply as was once thought. 
It is only during the post-war years, as we have seen, and that 
notwithstanding the elaborate and costly statistical work, that scien-
tists have realised that the presence of large quantities of big fish 
in an area does not necessarily mean a big prociuetion of fish fiesh. 
Viewed from a similar angle our quantitative plankton estimations 
,still leave much to the imagination. We have only the most meagre 
inforInation after years of work expended on far less important 
issues. 
It seems reasonable to assume that -if tht) Taw lnatel'ials of piant 
food were as freely available in the tropical seas as in other vmters, 
the amount of annual production in live organic material would 
he as "'reat in the one area as in the oLher-boLh regions would be 
~quall; fertile although a standard net catch or other type 0.[ 
plankton catch in the cold area might reveal more aetnaJ orgamc 
llf(l tha:e, one ta.ken in tropical \Vatel~S. If; 101' one l:ause 01' another~ 
the TaV,,T lnatel'ials of plant food v.;ere l'ichly pOl1J:eci into tropie::al 
\vaterE), production there 111ight greatly exceed that in a cold aJ'(la 
"vhe'~'e E::uch nutrilnent "vas sparse. This concE'pUorL ,sccn1S rn01'8 
likely to fit the obsel'yations 'which have been 1113(112. Thel'e :H.l'C 
places in trovic:a,l vvatcl'S \7vT here 1'leh catches havt:~ been nHlcie. T1H~rc 
are places in te"!11pE'l'ate f:~eas \Vhel"e the plankton {.:an b;:-: pOOl'. i-\ .. ntl 
so £a1' as VlC' kno\,v j the rnost fertile plac(·~s of the >xo}·;.d's seas are 
those "\vhet'f.~ a tl)oI'ongh 111ixing uf tJ~(~ 1,varers is constantly tnkillg 
place eithsl by l'E;ason of inflowing water hom the land, or the 
conjunction of two ocean currents OJ' the upweJling of water along 
coasts. 
Quite recently I have instituted the collection of a series of plank-
ton catche~ off one of the most iRolateu tropical oceanic islands in 
the world-Nauru. Thanks to the keen scientific interest of the 
present Administrator (Commander Garsia) catches wi!! be"attempted 
every three weeks for a year or more. The first cat<:hes which 
I made m:yself were moderately rich and diatoms were by no 
means absent. Yet Nauru is in the tlupposedly semi··barren tropical 
Pacific Ocean. Time alone will show whether this richness is due 
to the influence of the island on the immediately surrounding water. 
If, however, such is the case, Nauru ought to provide one of the best 
tropical stations in the world for observing this pl·oblem. The 
island is isolated and only about 3~ miles in diameter so that one 
should not expect it to exert much if any influence on the island 
water a few llliles away from it. It is a very healthy spot with a 
big white population and all the amenities of life, and it rises so 
abruptly from the deep ocean that only two or three hundred feet 
from the edge of the island's narrow reef fiat, the depth is 600 feet 
or so. 
The fact is that the fertility of the sea is greatest along sea 
coasts and over shallow banks. It is just in such places that we 
already know of rich fisheries. 'Vhether fisheries can be as rich on 
shallow banks in the tropics as on similar places in the colder 
regions seems at present very problematic, in any case practically 
all the intensive fishing countries which have developed the most 
modern fish catching machinery are in temperate zones. And I 
think we may say for certain that in no parts of the ocean have 
the great whales been found in such nLlmbers as in the Antarctic 
seas, These whales-blue whales, fin v{hales and humpbacks-are 
u11 plankton feeders. They surely serve as testimonies to the fer-
tility of the southem seas in high latitudes. 
All this has a bearing upon research work in our own waters. 
I should like very much to have plankton catches from colder Tas-
manian waters for comparison with those taken by us at Sydney. 
They would lleed to be taken with a view to quantitative studies. 
To my mind, the time has gone by for taking plankton catches 
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merely for the sake of listing new species or cataloguing those 
present. 
Pelag-ic fish like the herring and the pilchard feed upon plank-
tonic Ol'ganisms and it has been suggested that possibly the use 
of planldon capturing apparatus by the skippers of drifters might 
help in telling them when to shoot their nets. ,Just as I write this, 
an article written by the skipper of a steam drifter comes to hand 
in an English fishing journal. He had been using :for three years 
a 'Plankton Indicator' invented by Professor Hardy of Hull. The 
idea was that where certain species of the Gopepod genus, Calanus, 
were present in large numbers, superior catches might be expected; 
other plankton organisms were known to be deleterious. During 
three months of one year the nets were shot 69 times, 40 being in 
water with little or no CaianH8, and 2\) in water containing' good' 
or 'fairly good 'Cal({,n~Ls. The average catch for the 40 in Calanus-
free water was only three crans, whilst the average catch for the 
otheT 2\) was \)'5 crans, an increase of 216 per cent. 
Again on an occasion when the herring fishery in the North Sea 
made a good start the fish deserted the inshore grounds and W(ere 
next located about 60 to 70 miles to the north-east, in which position 
they remained for the rest of the season. A research vessel foupd 
that there existed a belt of a minute and apparently deleterious 
plankton organism--Phaeocystis-extending one hundred miles east 
and west. There seemed little doubt that this was an obstruction 
to the herring. 
Lastly there is another very important aspect of plankton work 
and that is the search to detenuine whether and how it may be 
responsible for the great fluctuations in the successful reproduction 
of our food fishes. There is evidence that in the' bad years' (i.e. the 
years which are later on badly represented in the catches) there has 
been no lack of fertilized eggs produced. The' poor vintage' may, 
therefore, be due to these eggs meeting unhealthy physical and 
chemical conditions in the sea, or maybe the newly hatched young 
find only a poor development of plankton of the right kind when this 
is so very essential as food material. 
CONCLUSION 
I trust my remarks tonight have been sufficient to show that a 
branch of zoology which may definitely be called Fisheries Science 
is gradually developing. The progress has been slow. For many 
years the proper relation of its subdivisions was not real ized and 
certainly those engaged had little notion of the underlying com-
plexities. l\Iany investigators were too well satisfied with their 
intriguing little problems in marine biology to consider whdher 
their application to fishery problems was obvious enough to balance 
the expenditure of time <md money upon them. And so far as 
England was concerned, and possibly this is equally true of the 
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United States, any brilliant investigators in marine zoology probably 
looked ahead for positions which were not to be found under fishery 
committees-their association with fishery problems was thus tem-
porary and continuity of research was lacking. This criticism, how-
ever, does not apply so much to the Germans and Scandinavians. 
Times have changed now and the work of the immediate future 
should be partieularly interesting. 
Not so very many years ago the opinion was frequently expressed 
that the yield of the sea was infinite. Did not the females of certain 
fish species produce 7,000,000 eggs in one spawning season! A 
simple view, for it is clearly as neeessary for such a species to produce 
its 7,000,000 eggs if the stock is to Temai.n consto,nt as it is for the 
whale to produce its single young eaeh year or the shark its twenty 
or thirty. 
The highly efficient engines of modern fisheries have indueed 
other ideas and from all over the world come stories of fish 
depletion. I have indicated SOIne in the above account. Let me 
conclude by referring to another from a country near to us-New 
Zealand. 
Mr. A. E. Hefford, the Chief Inspector of New Zealand Fisheries, 
in his Report of 1929, was particularly to the point when he said 
that the 
'all important consideration for fishery jI"ciministration and for the 
fishing industry is as to how far the reduction of a stock of fish can 
proceed before the condition which can be termed positive depletion, 
has been reached . . . 
, And especially we must recognise that there is no reason to think 
that New Zealand Fisheries may be developed to the same degree 
as those of Europe or North America. There ,is no indication of 
anything approaching the sa11W extent of fishery TeS01('TCCS as those< 
of the NOTthe'tr~ Hemisphere. TheTc is all the more reason, therefore, 
for stu,dying what assets we have, wiLh a vicw to theil' most economi-
enl exploitation '. (Italics mine). 
This is an interesting expression in view of the prevalent opinion 
in Australia as to the richness of New Zealand waters. 
The fundamental problem facing the science of Sea F'isheries is 
everywhere the same-,-the valuation of the fishery stocks and the 
determination of what is going on when man adds his attack to the 
fluctuations of nature. 
I am not going to suggest for a moment that Australia should 
institute anything on the extensive lines followed by the United 
States of America, Japan 01' England. Far frOl'n it. I am not at 
all convinced yet of the supposed enormous richness of our fishery 
resources. Why should I be in view of the lack of what I call real 
knowledge. I regard as pure blague the statement that Australia has 
the greatest fIshing' coast in the world. Time enough to make com-
parisons when we know more about it. 
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It is essential, however, that we should do something, and in a 
manner that will ensure that what is necessary is done in the mf),:t 
economical way. This implies that it must be efi'icL-mtly cal'1'ied out 
and by people thoroughly qualified to do the work. There i~ only one 
body in Australia that is in a position to regm:d the scientificwol'k 
in the pro]Jer perspeetive and that is the Commonwealth Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Reflearch. In their hamif; I can leave it. 
Although it is not altogether to be placed under tbe head of 
scientific rescarch, I am quite of the opinion that under the condi-
tions peculiar to Australia, the Government might well undertake 
to help in the discovery of newflshing g'l'Ounds and the investigation 
of the best fishing gear for use on them. The seas are open to all 
and the industry should benefit many beyond those directly eng'aged 
in fishing. 
At the present time most of our trawlers are unable to explore 
beyond the IOO-fathom line, although some of the most useful 
fishing in the world is now cauied out at twice that depth. There 
are now French tl'awlers with refrigeration plant and storage for 
700 to 800 tons of frozen fish, retorts for cooking lobsters, plant for 
the reduction of fish into oil and scrap, and storage tanks for 26,000 
gallons of oil. Trawlers of this kind will travel across the Atlantic 
to their fishing grounds and remain away for weeks at a time. 
The vast field of the pelagic fishes so intensely valuable to other 
countries has been left altogether Ilnexploreu commercially around 
Australia. The pilchard was worth 3,587,464 dollars to California 
in 1929, the value of the herring alone landed in Great Britain in 
one year may be over £5,000,000. How can these pelagic tish be 
caught best in our waters'? Will the drift net, the purse seine, the 
lampara or other devices prevail? The problem entails a big experi-
ment-it is not exactly one for a private company or individual 
since the results are for the many. There will be no exclusive 
licenses. 
The Commonwealth Government has now agreed to make these 
explorations for pelagic fish and in making that decision I think it 
has done well. Let us not make the mistake of missing the oppor-
tunity for conducting statistical and other pure fishery research when 
these experimental explorations are made. It is cheaper to inves-
tigate resources in advance rather than after depletion has taken 
place. 
One of the greatest dangers that Science faces today is that of 
being expected to produce some great discovery to order, which will. 
bring considerable wealth for an extremely low expenditure. It has 
been well said that the average individual's interest in science is the 
hope of getting something for nothing. [regret to say that some 
of the most sanguine promises have been made to the fishing industl"Y. 
I see no reason why scientists should promise the fishing industry 
easy money. Their work is rather to be regarded as essential to the 
people for the propel' conservation and the utilisation of nature's 
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products. To the fishery industry it might be regarded at least as 
an insurance although it might turn out a most profitable invest-
flwnt. 
I have no doubt that explorations at sea and tests of new fishing 
gear wi1l show up new grounds and may improve the catching' power 
of the appliances used, This. however, is l'elativdy simple work, 
involving fishing tpchniqup rather than the finer studies of sdence. 
But all this work without thf' institution of better methods of 
transportation and marketing would l'esult in worsening the present 
economic eonditions in the industr'y instead of bettering them. I 
do not think I can agree with the view that the laek of scientific 
l'csearch up to date has beenrespollsible for the slow deVelopment 
of the Australian ii~hing industry, There are many other causes. 
The so-called fresh fish as received by the Australian housewife is, in 
most localities, a bm'lesque of the real thing. 
The help of the scientist in the devi!lopment of up··to-date and 
really modern canning industries, refrigeration methods, the utiliza-
tion of waste products, the preservation of fishing nets, the propaga-
tion of shell-fish, the toxicity of paints and poisons to marine growths, 
and in the solution of a large number of other problems, is of course, 
obvious to most. 
The use of plankton studies, the study of life histories, of fish 
eggs, the study of the prevailing hydrographic conditions in the sea 
and the expenditure of mOll,"y on the :3tatistical analyses of our fish 
stocks, are not so obvious, Such l'esean:nes might result in new culture 
methods, they might help to discover the secret of the curious 
fluctuations in the riches of the sea and to make forecasts of the 
fisheries possible. They will cel'tainly help to an understanding 
of the conditions upon which fishery legislation must be based, for to 
have Fishery Acts and Regulations without krwwledge cannot bc~ 
sufficiently condemned. 
Unfortunately, so long as neither fishermen nor those who govern 
us are ever told or instructed as to the rearwns why much of th€ 
scientific work is conduded, it will neyer be found possible to enlist 
the help and >lympathy which are so essential to success. 
'l'herc have been, during the past few years, many cries in the 
l1(;wspapers for Government help in conllexion with fisheries. Per-
haps if those making most noise had been really altruistically eon-
eerned about the general advance of the fishing industry of Aus-
tralia, something more rnight have been aebieved than the stat.e 
'reached at p:resent. 
Unfortunately most of the n'pcoaC'hes have come from interested 
eOl1lpany promoter,o whose on8 idea of Government heJp was the 
obtaining of money grants in order to float new concerns, the future 
of which mig'ht be left to unhappy shareholders. This would be 
a disastrous waste of money and quite against all the adviee of th,o 
numenms witnesses and experts who attended the meetings of the 
Commonwealth Fisheries Conference during the yean; lH27-9. 
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The only reason the promoters of the projects referred to above 
have applied to the Governments i~ because they have met with 
little response from the investing public. '}'he investing public have 
probably refrained because they realized that the IHoject,l were 
based on incomplete data. 
TherE) are plenty of bonafide fishel'men all l'Ound the Austl'aiian 
coast and no doubt many business men of standing who would 
enler into or extend the fishing' trade if shown, that r:onstant supplies 
of fish were availablE) in the sea and markets were forthcoming for 
their products. To explore every possible line of enquiry might well 
be rcgarded as the duty of a Government; to hand over money to any 
, Tom, Dick and Harry' ifl sOll1ething which John Citizen would be the 
first to criticize. 
Some years ago a British official from India visited Japan in order 
to study its fishery methods. In his report he noted that much of 
the Japanese success was due to the 'Co-operation of Government 
and people: The Government statesmanlike, resolute in progress 
on lines systematically thought out and determined, imbued with the 
scientific spirit, jiberal in the necessary expenditure; the people 
responsible, enterprising, alert to utilise opportunity and to follow 
example '. 
I should like to stress that attitude and to remind yon, in concl.u-
sion, that it is from a flourishing fishing industry that the gTeat 
mal'itime nations have recruited some of the best and most desirable 
men for the n1Pl'chant service and the navy. 
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